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Business venture ideas can come from several sources. 

The sources have been classified by Clancy and Shulman 

(1992) as follows: 

(1) Technical sources 

(2) Market Related sources 

(3) Micro-environmental sources 

(4) Task induced sources 

(5) Macro-environmental sources 

Let us elaborate on the above listed sources briefly 

(a)    Technical Sources: 

Technical sources may include designers working with  

clearly defined design policies. Such designers may be 

employees of technical institutions while in some cases ideas 

can come directly from; 

(1) Institutes of Scientific and Industrial Research 

(2) Universities and Technical Colleges 

(3) Industrial Exhibitions 

(4) Technical Literature 

(5) Audits of unused patents 

(6) Licensing Agents 

(7) Trade Associations 

(8) The Internet 

(9) Industry Research Associations 

(10) Internal Consultants 

(11) Outside Specialists 

(12) Internal Experts in Research and Development (R&D)  

 



(b) Market Related Sources 

 

Market related sources of information for new ventures 

ideas may include: 

Changes in demand; fashion and taste 

Salesmen 

. 

Marketing research and consumer surveys  

Competitors 

Customers formal requests 

Magazines and Trade Journals 

Associated Industries 

Members of the Distribution Channel 

(c) Micro-Environment Related Sources\ 

Venture ideas could also come from:  

 

Employees 

Research and Development Divisions of companies  

Management Teams 

Boards of Directors 

Shareholders 

(d) Task Induced Sources^ 

The  prevailing  tasks can  prompt the  need  for  

venture ideas such situations may include amongst others,' 

1.      The need to capture opportunities due to scarcity of 

a 

given product. 2- |/vfJHeed to satisfy a given market 

segment with a new or 

modified product. 

3. Gaps in supply levels of products or services which 

need to be bridged. 

4. Evolution    of    new    technologies    which    



should    be 

adopted. 



-' • 

General changes in the task environment of business. 

(e)    Macro-Environmental Sources 

Most business ideas evolve from changes in the external 

environment. Such changes may include: Economic changes:- 

Scarcity, inflation changes in demand and supply levels, changes 

in income levels (per capita income), increased money supply, 

unemployment, development of new economic 

institutionSjamongst others. 

developed from changes  in  the  socio/cultural  environment 

of business.  Such changes may include: 

Changes in family size 

Changes in fashion and tastes 

Family life stages considerations 

Adoption of new cultural values 

Changes in religious beliefs 

Changes in lifestyles. 

Technological Changes: Business venture ideas are constantly 

being influenced by technological changes. The introduction of 

computers has dramatically changed the mode of operation in  

offices  and  business  institutions.     New   products/service  

ideas 

i » 

have   emerged   from   th&fphenomenon.      Spare   parts   

dealers, 

stationery suppliers and maintenance personnel had to develop 

new talents and business profiles to meet the challenges. 

Similarly, the emergence of GSM phones has meant the reduction 

in reliance on land-line phones. New business ventures like  

 

Socioifultural   Changes:-       New   venture   ideas   could  



' 

production of SIM cards, recharge cards retailing and hardware 

repairs are now prevalent. 

Political/Legal Changes: Changes in s government and the 

political system can also induce new venture ideas. New rules 

and regulations could mean new business to some innovative 

entrepreneurs. In the same vein, abolition of any product or 

service can create opportunities for innovators to think of 

alternative ventures. The introduction of new rules can create 

new opportunities for goods and services which in turn would help 

to ginger new business venture ideas. 

Physical Environment Changes: New roads, rails and airports 

have been developed in Nigeria. These infrastructures can act as 

cataiyst£to entrepreneurs for new ventures development. More 

buildings in the cities can mean increased demand for paints, 

blocks, iron rods, windows and doors. These are products which 

could be developed by small enterprises with new venture ideas.  

Methods of Venture Ideas Generation 

0 

Mi/st entrepreneurs and organizations tap information from 

the above enumerated sources and use them to generate ideas 

using the following methods: 

(a) Brainstorming-, In this process, a specific problem is 

identified and ideas related to the problem are elicited in 

a free atmosphere, wild ideas are encouraged and 

members of the team are usually encouraged to open up. 

No idea is regarded as useless until it has been 

exhaustively discussed and analysed. A consultant or the 

team leader can act as a catalyst, 



..Advantages: 

1. Brainstorming is a process which provides input from 

team work. -    '    , 

2. It could be very effective if team members are well  

informed   and   knowledgeable   about  the   problem   

or 

issue. 

3. It is a fast way of collecting divergent ideas from many 

people in a short time. 

4. .Allows participants to build on each others ideas.  

5. It promotes discussion which may help in collecting the 

ideas towards a common solution, 

6. It encourages openness and participation. 

Disadvantages: 

1. May   be   time   consuming   if   participants   

are   not 

knowledgeable or cooperative. 

2. Bandwagon  effect  may  lead  to  acceptance  of 

wrong 

ideas. 

3. Participants need to be independent in analyzing the 

problems'»/f not, ideas may be polluted or influenced by 

negative   group   characteristics   and/or   poor   

group 

dynamics. 

4. If participants are not motivated, it may lead to poor  

contributions of useful ideas. 

(b)    Synectics: 

The inherent disadvantages of brainstorming encouraged 

many researchers to evolve an improved system called 



"Synectics" (Dorsher, 1994). In synectics, general problems are 

defined and through association with familiar objects, ideas 

become more specif ic unti l  the required venture idea is  



developed.    Such venture ideas should  be related to 

the problem areas earlier specified. 

Advantages: 

» 

1. Venture ideas usually evolve! through consensus. 

2. Because the idea is evolved through consensus, it may 

be a popular one amongst participants who Would also 

develop methods of implementation jointly. 

Disadvantages: 

1. May be time consuming and costly. 

2. Difficulty   in   getting   consensus   early   may   

result   in 

wasted efforts. 

3. Outcomes may be subjective. 

(c)    Structural Analysis (Flow Diagrams:)  

In this process, a problem is explicitly formulated and 

the dimensions and parameters of the problem defined. All 

possible combinations (both qualitative and quantitative 

elements) of the dimensions and the relative expected 

outcomes are imagined and evaluated. The feasibility or 

otherwise of each outcome is considered. 
SL' 

Structural analysis uses modern techniques like Baysian 

Criterion, Critical Path Method (CPM) and Program Evaluation and 

Review Techniques (PERT) to estimate outcomes of ideas. It may  

also utilize accounting and project appraisal techniques like the 
v Of p     ~> 

/^Internal R^te of return (IRR), payback periods and Jtfet Present  

•s/ 

^Values (NPV) amongst others. 

Advantages: 

1. StructuraljAnalysis is very scientific and modern. 

2. Results are objective and in most cases quantitative. 

3. Ideas may not be easily polluted by diverse! opinions. 



4. It is straight forward and easily measurable. 



Disadvantages: 
r  r , 

1. In most cases, it may t?e too mechanistic due to its 

poor regard for subjective feelings in the short run. 

2. Method of analysis may be rigid. 

3. Poor consideration  of environmental  dynamics  

may 

result in  very stagnant and  mathematically 

oriented 

solutions. 

4. The   method   may   not  consider  openness   

except   if 

allowances are made for slack or dummy variables. 

Idea Generation and Venture Development 

l. Venture ideas generated to fulfill an identified need should 

be carefully evaluated both theoretically and empirically 

before development. Such evaluation may follow the  

:ZGURE 1: Steps in New Venture Idea Generation and Development 

Generating New Venture Idea 

Screening the New Venture 
Idea 

Developing and Evaluatin; 

Concept^ 

Performing a Venture 

Business Analysis 

Test Marketing 

Launching the New 
Product/Service 

 

 



-Let us briefly examine the steps in .the process. 

Generating New Venture Ideas  

v     *"" The first step in Mew^Venture idea 
development process is to 

generate the venture idea. We have already seen the sources 

and processes of venture idea generation in the previous 

paragraphs. 

Depending on the venture (either products or services), the 

idea must tally or agree with the objectives and philosophies of  

the enterprise.   Most product and service firms are driven by 

the 

*? ^Marketing concept" and their development of business ideas 
are 

based on identifying, anticipating and satisfying the needs and  

i 

desires of customers. For technology driven firms, the focus may 

be on the available technology for product or service quality. In 

that case, the research and development division of the enterprise 

(where applicable) may be the source of the idea and the locus of 

control for its development. 

Whichever way the enterprise goes, all products, services or 

ideas must have the benefits and life-values of the 

customers/consumers in mind. We have seen that venture ideas 

may come from varied and several sources, Undoubtedly, those 

sources associated with customer needs anticipation appear to be 

better since customers are to be the main focus of any business 

organization. Hence product ideas should be customer driven.  

, Screening the Venture Idea  

In the  process of screening  business venture ideas,  it 

is important to consider the extent of the product/service/fit 

with 
n 

customer's requirements as the overall mission of the enterprise. 



At this stage, a checklist may be required to screen for venture 



ideas.thatdo not fit with customer's requirements. Saunders^et. at 

(2005) have identified screening factors that appear to facilitate 

adoption of venture ideas as follows:  

Ideas must enjoy the support and endorsement of senior  

management. 

Superior consumer fit - Response to changes in customer 

needs and values. 

Lucrative market potential. 

Clearly defined promotional plan and sustainable marketing  

strategy. 

Alignment     with     produce/service     led     strategy     
and 

technological advantage. 

Strengths in both market attack strategy and product -led 

strategy. 

Easy trade adoption by channel members, and 

Resistance to brand switching, 

 

a   Developing and Evaluating Concept 

This stage is important for both domestic and international 

business enterprises.  The key tasks here are to establish how the  

venture   idea   and   its   implementation   would   be   
viewed   by 

 
customers and how the product^/servicq/emanating there from 

would be utilized. The process involves the development of a 

detailed description of the product/service to be offered and 

asking prospective customers to evaluate it and to indicate their 

readiness to purchase the product or service. This may be done 

using a focus group of a sample of customers or an experimental 

group to simulate customer's preferences.  
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Performing a Venture Analysis 

Performing venture analysis includes calculation of projected 

costs, return on investments, cash inflows and outflows and the 

fixed, variable and discretionary costs for the long term. It also 

involves an analysis of the relative risk versus the expected 

returns. 

Developing the Venture Idea 

At this stage, prototypes of products are developed. The 

important thing is that the prototype of products^ or service 

sample should match the venture idea conception as much as 

possible. 

If the venture involves a product/service, the name, brand 

identity and the marketing mix elements are now developed. 

Test Marketing: 

There are at least three types of test marketing for new 

product ideas: 

Simulated test marketing 

Controlled test marketing 

Actual test marketing 

Simulated test marketing is a process of simulating the purchase 

environments where samples of target consumers are observed in 

their product related decision making process. Controlled test 

marketing involves offering a new product to a group of stores 

and evaluating the market's reaction to it. Actual test marketing 

involves testing the products or services in relevant marketing 

outlets and segments to assess customer's acceptability. 
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Launching the New Venture: 

This is the final stage of the.process. Here consideration 

should be given as to the type of launch, the-segment as well as 

time of launch. Marketing mix considerations would be involved 

especially on matters pertaining to pricing, distribution and 

promotion. 

Summary 

Any new venture development process usually starts with 

idea generation which may come from within and outside the 

business enterprise. There are various and diverse processes 

involved in this idea generation stage. Some of these include 

brainstorming, synectics, and structural analysis. Researches 

have shown that there is no one best way. These processes all 

have their strengths and weaknesses. It may be necessary to use 

a combination of the methods to achieve a good result in a 

relatively new venture situation. Whichever method the 

entrepreneur chooses to adopt, there should be a careful analysis 

through screening and evaluation before the idea is adopted and 

developed. 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS 

4 

* 

1.      Mention at least 5 sources of technical information and 3 

market   related sources of business ideas. 

2. What are the main methods of generating and processing 

information for business ideas? 

3. List the procedures for new venture ideas development. 

4. There are at least 3 types of test marketing for a new product* 

(mention and elaborate on each of them. 

5. (a) How can technology affect product venture ideas? 

(b) Use practical examples to illustrate such effects in the 

Nigerian business environment. 


